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Beyond the principle of pleasure 

A simultaneously candid and tense atmosphere creates the impression that something 

terrible is always about to occur. Isabel, the young girl, holds a pointed knife whose 

blade will eventually penetrate and cut something, such is its vocation. Isabel bears a 

striking resemblance to the artist: she has the same physiognomy, same skin and hair 

tones, similar gaze and expressions. This likeness adds further tension to the film – 

things could easily get out of control when a grown-up artist turned wicked child goes 

astray with a knife in her hand. If this set of twisted mirrors and projections wasn’t 

uncanny enough, Isabel has an unsettling precocious allure, as if a grown-up woman 

already inhabits her body. The young girl also has a psychotic version of herself and 

they engage in unsettling dialogues with one another. It feels like watching a version 

of The Shining and Lolita edited together in a pastoral setting. 

Yet we don’t see any cows. The animals’ nipples (the udders) are the true 

protagonists, portrayed in great detail – soft, chubby teats, shaved of their hair and 

ready to be sucked. Like deep-pink fingers. The contrast between the softness and 

malleability of the organic tissue, which is shown up-close, the camera zooming right 

in, and the metallic sharpness of the knife held by the girl create a gripping sense of 

discomfort. Video cameras allow us to see beyond the biological limits of our bodies, 

to observe and listen to details that otherwise would remain hidden to the average 

sight and hearing, and sometimes images and screens are so sharp (much sharper 

than they are in real life) that they can cause headaches. I wonder if Simnett thought 

about this while employing video technology to enhance our perception of the 



 

 

nipples’ texture, deciding to establish new biotic relations between the skin tissues, 

the lens of the camera and viewers’ eyes. But even though cameras allow surfaces to 

be seen in a more detailed manner, video still cannot depict what is below the skin; for 

that there is the knife. In her attraction towards the cutting object, it becomes clear 

that the young girl shares more than a physical resemblance with the artist: both are 

equally invested in going beyond the membrane of the skin in order to investigate 

what lies inside a body. Both want to know the fluids, textures, movements and 

sounds that bodies are made of. Video is just like a knife – a system to cut through.  


